BTO – new DG of ACEA meets Roberto Viola – 07/11/2019

Participants:

ACEA: 

CNECT: Roberto VIOLA, 

Main topics discussed:

Discussion on how mobility fits to the portfolio of the DG and on fields of cooperation e.g. 5G corridors, AI, HPC, battery and its alternatives, blockchain. Participants RV also mentioned the plan for a Recommendation on CAM.

ACEA presented its Manifesto, the discussion included the following topics:

Connectivity: dual technology, start with G5 for trucks, then switch to new technology, cars should use latter

Spectrum: ETSI needs to accelerate its work

Importance of V2X and smartphone to X

Road safety data: ACEA wants to share, the question is just how

Cyber:

ACEA mentioned the new ENISA study on smart cars, the UNECE draft cyber regulation could be a delegated act, plan to have an ISAC for cars

RV proposed a European certification standard, priority to black box approach, certification for AI in cars, the EU is ready to support financially and by regulation, reuse experience in the health sector

Liability issues: parties discussed whether a new framework is needed (product to service)

Importance of insurance frameworks

ACEA: it shall be defined under what circumstances a car can drive autonomously

Electronic communication service:

ACEA mentioned the letter by EATA to BEREC and supports for the country of origin principle for IoT

MOSART Partnership: ACEA prefers a standard Public-Private Partnership

Fuel:

According to ACEA the preferred technology: electric for cars and bus, trucks hydrogen in long term, synthetic fuel (zero emission) in short term discussion on programs on solid state battery and graphene (for hydrogen storage) and the 3 flagships: quantum, human brain, graphene

Regulatory environment:

ACEA would fully support streamlining the regulatory requirement and a one stop shop approach like the common data space approach
Discussion about a potential governance model like for blockchain

ACEA proposed ERTICO as potential entity to play a role in the governance of a car-related data space

ACEA invited RV to its next board meeting

Operational conclusions/actions: none